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ABSTRACT
Genetic Improvement (GI) uses automated search to improve ex-

isting software. Most GI work has focused on empirical studies

that successfully apply GI to improve software’s running time, fix

bugs, add new features, etc. There has been little research into why
GI has been so successful. For example, genetic programming has

been the most commonly applied search algorithm in GI. Is genetic

programming the best choice for GI? Initial attempts to answer

this question have explored GI’s mutation search space. This paper

summarises the work published on this question to date.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Genetic Improvement (GI) applies search to improve existing soft-

ware [29]. GI research emerged from the field of Genetic Program-

ming (GP), and early work on parallelisation [34, 40], runtime and

energy optimisation [42], and bug fixing [2, 3] applied tree-based GP

directly to abstract syntax tree (AST) representations of software.
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Later applications by Forrest, Weimer and Le Goues et al. [6, 24, 41]

scaled the approach to program repair by using a patch represen-

tation. This has also been adopted by Langdon et al. [15, 16], who

introduced a line-level patch representation. The results of Lang-

don’s work on improving software’s runtime have been adopted by

open source projects [19]. More recently, GI has seen commercial

deployment in companies, including live bug fixing [8, 10, 45].

Despite these successes, the question — Why and when does GI

work well? — remains open. Papers arguing for a more informed

choice of various elements of the GI approach are scarce [7, 21, 22]

and largely concerned with stating the need for further research

in this direction [13, 20, 28, 33, 43, 44]. Almost all GI work to date,

for instance, employs Genetic Programming as its key search tech-

nique [30]. Insights into GI search spaces would allow us to improve

fitness functions and search operators. Recent work has raised this

issue: Langdon and Ochoa [20] state that “the global structure of

program search spaces is little understood”; Renzullo et al. [33]

hypothesise further that “Genetic Improvement of software is more

likely to succeed when the search algorithm is well-matched to the

fitness landscape”
1
.

Modelling the Genetic Improvement search space is not an easy

task, as the set of program variants is vast. Consider three basic

line-level GI operations: delete, copy and replace. Suppose a program
has λ lines of code. Then a single application of the delete operator
can produce up to λ different program variants. The copy operation

can produce up to λ2 program variants, as an existing line of code

can be added before any existing line in the program. The swap
operation can produce up to (λ − 1) ∗ λ program variants, as an

existing line of code can be swapped with any of the remaining λ−1
lines. Therefore, the program search space for just one step (i.e., a

single mutation) of the Genetic Improvement process is of the size

of 2 ∗ λ2, i.e., O(λ2), and this complexity grows exponentially with

the number of mutations.

More generally, the search space for any GI framework can be

defined as follows: Let Λ = {λ1, · · · , λi , · · · λk } be the set of pro-
gram locations that can be mutated. LetMi = {µ1, · · · , µ j , · · · , µm }
be the list of mutations that can be applied at location λi . Then
the search space of program variants with just one modification is

1
For the definition of a fitness landscape, see Definition 2.1.
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∑
i (Mi ∗ λi ).

2
Given that each variant can then be further modified

by adding mutations, the search space grows exponentially, with

the exponent, n, equal to the number of mutations allowed to the

code, i.e. O((
∑
i (Mi ∗ λi ))

n ).

In this paper we summarise work on the topic of GI search space

analysis published to date.

2 DEFINITIONS
In order to reason about large search spaces in evolutionary com-

putation research, the concept of a fitness landscape [32] was intro-
duced:

Definition 2.1 (Fitness Landscape [27]). A landscape is a triplet

(S,V , f ) where S is a set of potential solutions, i.e. a search space,

V : S → 2
S
, a neighbourhood structure, is a function that assigns

to every s ∈ S a set of neighbours V (s), and f : S → R is a fitness

function that can be pictured as the height of the corresponding

potential solutions.

Given an optimisation problem, each solution can be assigned

a fitness value. Usually, in evolutionary computation, the higher

the fitness value, the closer that solution is assumed to be to the

optimal one. In many cases fitness distance correlation [14] can be

used to predict the performance of genetic algorithms on problems

with known global maxima. In the fitness landscape representation

there will be an edge between two solutions if one can be reached

from another using a given transformation operator. Knowing the

geometry of a fitness landscape can thus lead to informed decisions

about which search algorithm would be best to traverse it. For

example, if it has a bell shape, then a hill-climbing algorithm might

be the most efficient.

Given the huge search space of the possible program mutations,

Ochoa et al. introduced [27] local optima networks to visualise fitness
landscapes:

Definition 2.2 (Local Optimum [27]). A local optimum is a solu-

tion s∗ such that ∀s ∈ V (s∗) f (s) < f (s∗).

Definition 2.3 (Basin of attraction [27]). The basin of attraction

of a local optimum i is the set bi = s ∈ S | LocalSearch(s) = i . The
size of the basin of attraction of a local optima i is the cardinality
of bi .

Definition 2.4 (Local optima network [27]). The local optima net-

workG = (S∗,E) is the graph where the nodes are the local optima,

and there is an edge ei j ∈ E between two local optima i and j if
there is at least a pair of direct neighbours (1-bit apart) si and sj ,
such that si ∈ bi and sj ∈ bj . That is, if there exists a pair of direct
neighbours solutions si and sj , one in each basin (bi and bj ).

The LocalSearch algorithm (Algorithm 1), presented below, de-

termines local optima and therefore defines the basins of attraction.

It defines a mapping from the search space S to the set of locally

optimal solutions S∗.
The above definitions came from the field of evolutionary com-

putation. With the development of GI research, a new concept

for reasoning about mutations on software code was introduced,

namely software mutational robustness:
2
For example, for a program with 5 mutable lines of code and three classical mutation

operators (delete, copy and replace): |Mi | = 5 + 5 ∗ 5 + 4 ∗ 5 = 50 for each 1 ≤ i ≤ 5.

Algorithm 1 LocalSearch [27]

Choose initial solution s ∈ S
repeat

choose s ′ ∈ V (s) such that f (s ′) =maxx ∈V (s) f (x)
if f (s) < f (s ′) then
s ← s ′

end if
until s is a Local optimum

Definition 2.5 (Software Mutational Robustness [35]). Given a

program P , a set of mutation operatorsM , and a test suite T such

that T (P) = true , we define the software mutational robustness,
written MutRB(P ,T ,M), to be the fraction of all direct mutants

P ′ =m(P), ∀m ∈ M which both compile and pass T :

MutRB(P, T , M ) =
{P ′ |m ∈ M .P ′ =m(P ) ∧T (P ′) = true }

{P ′ |m ∈ M .P ′ =m(P )

Software mutation robustness aims to capture with a single value

the ratio of code mutations that do not change code functionality, as

defined by its test suite. It can be viewed as a measure of neutrality

of the search landscape.

GI search spaces are defined by the set of mutations that can be

applied to the code. Each point in the search space represents one

program variant.

Definition 2.6. In the context of GI, an n-order mutant is a pro-

gram variant with n mutations applied to it.

The aim of search space analysis is to identify what the fitness

landscape looks like. There are, however, multiple ways of defining

mutations and evaluating the fitness of a program variant in GI.

The most common mutations in GI [29] are: delete, copy and

replace applied at the abstract syntax tree (AST) or line level. A

few studies considered more fine-grained, expression level changes,

such as mutation of arithmetic expressions [11], or template-based

mutations [26]. Furthermore, both in improvement of functional

and non-functional program properties, test case result is consid-

ered in fitness evaluations. However, an effective mutation (i.e., an

individual of better fitness than the original code) in automated

program repair, for instance, only needs to pass all tests, while for

improvement of runtime such a mutation would not be considered

effective if it led to a slowdown with respect to the original code.

Moreover, certain studies in non-functional property improvement

consider approximate results [5], thus allowing for test failures.

Given the obstacles above, the study of GI search spaces is not a

trivial task. Several studies on individual programs were published

though. In this paper we summarise results on the topic published

to date.

3 METHODOLOGY
In order to gather papers on the subject of analysing GI search

spaces, we searched several digital libraries, outlined below, and

used the following criterion: the study must produce and analyse a
fixed set of program variants (reachable with a defined set of muta-
tions) regardless of the fitness of the mutated programs. The reason
for enforcing this criterion is that certain papers mention search
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landscapes in the context of proposing new search variants or com-

paring existing approaches, and providing an argument for why

they think one approach would be better than the other. Authors

of such studies then report on the efficacy of their tools with the

number of improved program variants found within a given time

limit. We do not consider such work as studies on the analysis of

GI search spaces. Typical papers we pick clearly define the search

space and report results either for all possible mutation variants

within n mutation steps or a fraction of such a search space.

We first gathered papers from Petke et al.’s survey on GI [29]. It

covers all GI work to the end of 2015. In order to gather relevant

papers published after 2015 we searched the online libraries of

three major publishers in evolutionary computation and software

engineering, that is, ACM (ACM Digital Library [1]), IEEE (IEEE

Xplore [12]) and Springer (SpringerLink [37]). We used “genetic

improvement” as the keyword and set the 2016-2019 year range.

We also looked through the comprehensive online bibliography on

automated program repair [31] in order to find relevant papers.
3

Table 1: Number of papers on the subject of GI search spaces.
Date of search: 3 April 2019.

Source Found Relevant

Petke et al.[29] (citations) 222 4

Published after 2015

APR online bibliography 106 2

Filters:

exact keyword: “genetic improvement"

year range: 2016-2019

Full Text and Metadata

Computer Science (SpringerLink only)

IEEE Xplore 42 1

ACM Digital Library 46 3

SpringerLink 42 4

Total (without repetitions) 14

4 SEARCH SPACE ANALYSIS
In the following two subsections, we summarise the results of GI

search space analysis in the literature, presented in the papers

found through our searches, presented in Table 1. We categorise

the papers into two sets: those that deal with improvement of non-

functional properties, such as runtime or energy consumption, and

those that deal with functional property improvement, such as bug

fixing. Unless stated otherwise, the search space considered in the

next section is formed by the most commonly used three operators:

delete, copy and replace, performed at either line or abstract syntax

tree (AST) level.

3
We found this to be an effective and efficient approach when looking for literature

on APR, as phrases such as “fixing”, “repair”, “automated”, “automatic”, “software” and

“program” have been used interchangeably in the field, thus returning thousands of

irrelevant searches from the digital libraries.

4.1 Search space analysis for non-functional
improvement

Langdon et al. [18, 21] presented fitness landscapes for first-order

GI mutations (see Definition 2.6) applied to three large real-world

programs. A subset of the codebase was considered for each piece

of software, ranging from a few hundred to a few thousand lines of

code. Specialised BNF-like notationwas used to prevent compilation

errors, further decreasing the number of locations where mutation

could be applied. Nevertheless, up to 61,775 possible executable

delete, copy and replace line-level mutations were considered. Faith-

fulness to the original program was established by running a test

suite on each of the evolved software variants and comparing the

results with the original outputs. The lowest compilation rate was

reported in the case of the BWA bioinformatics tool: 23% of the

evolved changes led to executable programs. It’s worth noting that

89% of those produced no change to the original program. The

highest compilation rate was observed for the StereoCamera pro-

gram: 95% of mutations led to executable programs in this case.

Moreover, 62% of the mutations did not change the output, 0.93% of

which produced faster software variants. This investigation points

to a neutral program landscape of single mutations with relatively

few changes leading to faster software variants. It is hard to draw

general conclusions, however, as two of the three systems came

from the field of bioinformatics and were written in C and C++,

while the third system was a CUDA image processing program. Fur-

thermore, restrictions were put on the number of lines considered

for mutation imposed by the specialised BNF grammar and initial

profiling to determine the most time-consuming parts of code.

Bruce et al. [5] investigated the GI search space for energy con-

sumption optimisation. They were the first to consider synergistic

effects between mutations and the first to consider approximate

solutions in this context. Bruce et al. used four real-world bench-

marks, form the PARSEC benchmark set [4], each consisting of

several thousand lines of code. By using the specialised BNF-like

notation (developed by Langdon, first used by Langdon and Har-

man [15]), between 34% and 40% of each benchmark’s lines of code

were candidates for mutation. Roughly twice as many first-order

mutations were randomly generated to investigate the search space

(28000 in total), which constituted up to 0.2% of the whole search

space. Each of the three types of mutations was selected with equal

probability. Only 1.36% of all mutations considered led to improved

software variants, with an average of an impressive 33.90% energy

consumption reduction. For the investigation of synergistic effects,

15% of all pairwise combinations of effective modifications was

chosen at random. Results showed significant interactions between

the modifications, with 12% of pairs leading to energy reductions

greater than reductions obtained by the sum of each of the two

modifications if applied separately, while 38.5% of pairs leading to

less energy reductions than the best of the two modifications con-

sidered. These results point to a flat search landscape with relatively

few local optima.

Haraldsson et al. [11] looked at the search landscape of more

fine-grained program modifications for a bioinformatics program.

Table 2 lists the applied mutations. Over 4297 mutation points

were identified in >8k lines of C and C++ code. The search space

was explored by performing a ten-step random walk away from
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the original program. This process was repeated 100 times. The

authors concluded that execution time generally does not degrade

as program variants become more dissimilar from the original,

yet the compilation rate drops significantly with no compilable

program variants after 9 steps. The authors also sampled 2265

unique first-order mutants from previous experiments and looked at

the variation in runtime of those that compiled (1622 in total): most

ran to completion in similar time, confirming findings reported by

Langdon and Petke [21] and pointing to a neutral search landscape.

A related study [9] used similar fine-grained modifications in a

random walk for three small Python programs. This focused on the

number of test cases passed for the program mutants, rather than

execution time. Most first-order mutants of the original program

ran and successfully passed their test suites. A large number of first-

order mutants caused all tests to fail, with some rare mutations

causing only a small subset of tests to fail.

Table 2: Set of program modifications used by Haraldsson
et al. [11]. Any member of a given set can be swapped with
another member of the same set.

Description Operations

Numerical constants increment or decrement by 1

Arithmetic operators +,−, ∗, /,%

Arithmetic operators + =,− =, ∗ =, /=

Incremental operators ++,−−

Relational operators <, >, <=, >=,==, ! =

Bit assignments & =, | =

Bit operators &, |

Sidiroglou et al. [36] presented search spaces for loop perfora-

tion of seven C and C++ programs from the PARSEC benchmark

test suite [4]. Loop perforation provides a general technique to

trade accuracy for performance by transforming loops to execute a

subset of their iterations. Even though Sidiroglou et al.’s work was

not presented as Genetic Improvement, such modifications could

happen in the typical GI framework. Loop perforation rates of 0.25,

0.50, 0.75 and 1 were used. Authors were able to explore the search

space exhaustively, with the largest experiment finishing within

three days. Graphical representations of all the software variants

were created, showing that one can typically achieve a two-fold

speed-up, at the cost of around 5% loss of output accuracy. It is

not clear, however, how close each of the program variants are

in the search space and what percentage led to faster, acceptable

solutions.

Published investigations into the GI search space have thus far

been restricted to C/C++, CUDA and Python code; little comparison

between the impact of programming language on search space

structure has been performed.

4.2 Search space analysis for functional
improvement

The main focus of search space analysis has been on spaces for

automated program repair. For example, the exhaustive first-order

mutation search space exploration for the triangle program pub-

lished only in 2017 [22]. In all such studies only the pass or failure

of a test case on compilable program variants is considered for the

purpose of fitness evaluation, in contrast to work on non-functional

property improvement.

Schulte et al. [35] considered three mutation operators (swap,
delete, and replace), at the AST and assembly language level. They

generated 200 first-order mutants of each of their 22 small C bench-

mark programs and showed that overall 36.8% of mutants are neu-

tral, i.e., still pass all the programs’ test cases. Moreover, mutational

robustness scores (see Definition 2.5) were all over 21%. Moreover,

they generated mutants that are up to 250 neutral steps away from

the original program, containing less than 200 lines of code. They

also controlled for size to avoid bloat (i.e., only mutants leading

to variants that do not increase the original program size were

considered). They repeated this process 100 times and reported that

mutational robustness of such programs increases with the muta-

tional distance away from the original program. Authors conclude

that there are large neutral landscapes around any given program

that are easily traversible using iterative mutation. They also con-

sidered Haskell, OCaml and C++ implementations for four small

sorting programs, showing that high mutational robustness also

occurs in those programming languages. Finally, authors generated

5000 neutral variants for 11 small buggy programs and reported

that for 9 out of 10 programs there exists a program variant that

fixes a bug in such a neutral mutation landscape. This suggests GI

methods should be designed to explore neutral networks.

The most thoroughly studied program for the purpose of explo-

ration of the Genetic Improvement search space is the C implemen-

tation of the triangle program
4
[17, 22, 38]. Given the lengths of

three sides of a triangle, the program classifies it as either scelene,

isosceles, equilateral, or not a triangle.

Langdon et al. [17] considered the mutation of swapping compar-

ison operators only and investigated mutations up to fourth-order.

Given 17 comparisons and 6 comparison operators, over 1.5 million

program variants were created. 16% of all first-order mutants passed

all the 14 test cases with 21% failing only on one. These numbers

dropped rapidly to 0.06% (all pass) and 0.83% (one test case fails) for

all program variants with four mutations. It is worth mentioning

that the test set was carefully picked to cover all the branches and

all Boolean sub-expressions in the if statements.

Langdon et al. [22] provided the most comprehensive study of

the fitness landscape of the triangle program. Among other exper-

iments, they generated and ran all possible 6
17

program variants.

They discovered 9215 mutants that pass all the test cases, with 78%

of them failing five test cases. They found a bell-shaped distribu-

tion of the fitness landscape and thus ran a hill climber on every

program variant close to the original and a sample of higher-order

mutants. They noticed that only 0.24% points in the search space

of fourth-order mutants cannot reach a program variant passing

all test cases. Moreover, for most programs that fail five test cases

the hill climbing algorithm could find program variants failing just

two test cases.

Given the huge search space for the possible program mutations,

Langdon et al. [22] also used local optima networks (see Defini-

tion 2.4) to visualise the fitness landscape of the triangle program.

4
Full implementation of the trianlge program is provided in [17].
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The same approach was used by by Veerapen et al. [38], who addi-

tionally analysed the tcas program. Figure 1 shows the local optima

network obtained from 100 runs of the LocalSearch Algorithm 1

and their first 1000 iterations for the triangle program.

Figure 1: Local optima network for the triangle pro-
gram [22]. Red edges connect program variants that pass all
test cases, pink fail 1, green 2, purple 3, orange 4, & brown 5.

Veerapen et al. [38, 39] differentiated between mutations of

Boolean and comparison operators. They used an iterated local

search algorithm that starts from a locally-optimal solution and

then alternates between a random mutation and a best-improving

hill-climber. The algorithm was run 1000 times (for each set of

allowed mutations) and stopped after 10000 steps. All generated

local optima networks showed high level of neutrality. In the case

of triangle when both Boolean and comparison mutations were

considered, only 31% runs found a global optimum, with most get-

ting stuck on plateau with two failing test cases. However, in all

the other cases the success rate was around 90%. This shows that

neutrality of the landscapes for the triangle and tcas programs

does not prevent search to easily find paths to a program variant

for which all test cases pass.

Neutrality of Genetic Improvement search spaces has been ob-

served in the work on automated software repair also on larger

real-world software systems.

Renzullo et al. [33] looked at Linux utility programs, containing

a few hundred lines of C code. They started with a buggy software

variant. Next, they selected 10 AST nodes from each program. They

generated all possible first-order mutants and all possible pairwise

combinations of mutations at the selected AST nodes. The operators

used were delete, copy and swap. This process was repeated 4 times,

creating 20200 software variants for each program under study. For

four out of five pieces of software, over 70% of variants did not

compile (only 7% variants of zune failed to compile). This shows

the importance of using grammars to restrict the search space for

software improvements. Between 3% to 18% of software variants

were neutral. Ratio between the neutral and non-neutral variants

varied significantly, depending on the program. Moreover, between

0.14% to 0.60% of 202000 software variants led to a repair. Authors

also looked at unique repairs. Overall, over twice as many second-

order mutants led to a repair than first-order ones. However, most

of them were discovered in the look program, where in all 11

cases at least one mutation was a neutral one. This result shows

the importance of traversing the neutral (under test-equivalence)

program variants in order to find improved software.

Long and Rinard [25] analysed the search space of patches in

the automated program repair field. Although they did not con-

sider typical GI techniques, their results shed some insight into

program search space investigations. Long and Rinard considered

two tools for automated program repair: Prophet, which uses a

fixed set of templates derived from human-written patches, and

SPR, which uses a set of transformations, such as introduction of

an if condition to avoid the execution of a faulty statement. To

the best of our understanding, they define the search spaces as the

total number of possible transformations for the first x statements,

as found by the error localiser. They consider the first 100, 200,

300 and 2000 statements. Authors also provided two extensions

to SPR and Prophet, that is, condition synthesis extension (which

considers certain binary comparison operators) and value replace-

ment extension (which introduces certain variable and constant

replacements).
5
These additional transformations further increased

the search spaces considered. It is, however, unclear whether all

transformations allowed for both systems were considered as the

search space. For example, one of the transformations in SPR is

statement replacement. With 2000 statements, that is 4 ∗ 106 possi-

ble transformations. SPR usually uses prioritisation heuristics to

rank most likely transformations. Nevertheless, search space sizes

are reported in the paper, with the size of the largest one in the

order of 10
5
.

Long and Rinard ran SPR and Prophet with these 16 different

settings on a set of eight large real-world open source C programs

with 69 defects (considering all mutations for the 100, 200, 300 and

2000 statements output by the error localiser). They distinguished

plausible and correct patches as follows: plausible patches pass all

the test cases, while the correct ones matched the corresponding

developer patches. They concluded that correct patches are sparse

while plausible ones are orders of magnitude more abundant. They

also concluded that larger search spaces (i.e., allowing for more

transformations) leads to more plausible patches and less correct

patches being found. It is worth noting, however, that there is

no universal definition of a correct patch. It is thus difficult to

tell whether certain patches that were labelled as “incorrect” truly

were so. Le Goues et al. [23] provided examples of correct patches

evolved by their system that differed from the developer ones. In

that study each automatically generated patch was validated on

a held-out test suite, compared with a developer-provided one,

and validated manually. For Angelix, for instance, four patches

syntactically matched the developer-produced one, whilst manual

analysis revealed additional two (50% increase) correct patches that

were different from the developer-derived ones. This shows the

importance of validating results generated by GI.

Martinez and Monperrus [26] took a more formal approach to-

wards defining the search space for automated program repair tools.

In particular, they proposed a probabilistic model for the median

number of attempts needed to find a repair shape that fixes a given

bug. They analysed twomodels, one consisting of 41 change actions,

5
Details of these two extensions can be found in Long and Rinard [25].
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such as “statement insertion”, and extended it to another model

consisting of 173 change actions such as “statement insertion of

an if statement”. A repair shape is defined as an unordered tuple

of change actions. Authors mined 14 open source Java projects,

containing 62000 code changes, called transactions, consisting of

1.2 million changes at the AST level. They considered the space

of various fix transactions based on their size. For example, they

abstracted repair shapes consisting of single AST changes, 5-AST

level changes etc. They consider the search space to be composed

as follows: number of statements identified by a fault localisation

algorithm × number of repair shapes × number of instantiations of

a repair shape. Based on the distribution of repair shapes on one

project, they computed a probability distribution model for repair

shapes and applied it to the remaining 13 projects, calculating the

median number of attempts needed to find the correct repair shape.

Overall, Martinez and Monperrus conclude: using probability

distributions over change actions could significantly decrease run-

time of tools for automated program repair; the more abstract the

repair shape (with fewer choices) the more likely a correct repair

shape will be found (therefore, relying on precise repair actions

used in program synthesis alone decreases chances of finding the

right fixes); and certain repair shapes are impossible to find due to

their size (larger than 4 AST nodes for the model with 173 repair

actions). Therefore, there is a limit to what can be improved using

an automated approach and you need heuristics to combine repair

actions as a random template-based approach is unlikely to find

correct fixes requiring more than 4 AST changes.

5 SUMMARY
Despite the wide range of successful applications of GI, the question

about which search algorithm is most efficient and effective for GI

is yet to be answered. We identified 14 published studies on the

subject to date, shedding some initial light on how GI search spaces

look like. These are usually defined by the most commonly used

mutation operators (i.e. delete, copy and replace) on either AST or

line-level, with a few considering mutations at the expression level.

Furthermore, the definition of effective mutations differs between

studies on non-functional and functional property improvement.

In the former case the assumption is that all test cases pass in the

first instance whilst simultaneously improving the non-functional

property of interest. In automated program repair, however, a suc-

cessful mutation needs to just pass all the test cases. This lack of

unified framework and unified benchmark set makes it harder to

draw general conclusions.

Nevertheless, from the existing work on the program search

spaces in the Genetic Improvement context, the following obser-

vations were made: Programs contain large neutral spaces around

them that could be explored to improve program’s both functional

and non-functional properties. Heuristics, such as Genetic Program-

ming, are needed to explore combinations of program mutations.

By considering probabilities of occurrence over program mutations,

one can speed up the search for good solutions. It is impossible

to exhaustively explore the search space of real-world program

variants, yet there exist several connections between local optima

that the search should explore. Approximation yields more, yet still

acceptable, solutions within the program search space.

There are several gaps in the literature. For example, the impact

of the programming language on the search space is yet to be ex-

plored. In contrast to studies of search landscapes for non-functional

improvement, automated program repair literature covered a wide

range of programs and programming languages (assembly, Haskell,

C++ to name a few). Another issue concerns fitness evaluation that

relies on Boolean test case results. This could explain the largely

neutral landscapes, rugged around local optima. Therefore, we ar-

gue that more fine-grained fitness functions should be considered,

to better guide the underlying search algorithms in Genetic Im-

provement.
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